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ABSTRACT
Context. Individual distances to planetary nebulae are of the utmost relevance for our understanding of post-asymptotic giant-branch
evolution because they allow a precise determination of stellar and nebular properties. Also, objects with individual distances serve
as calibrators for the so-called statistical distances based on secondary nebular properties.
Aims. With independently known distances, it is possible to check empirically our understanding of the formation and evolution of
planetary nebulae as suggested by existing hydrodynamical simulations.
Methods. We compared the expansion parallaxes that have recently been determined for a number of planetary nebulae with the
trigonometric parallaxes provided by the Gaia Data Release 2.
Results. Except for two out of 11 nebulae, we found good agreement between the expansion and the Gaia trigonometric parallaxes
without any systematic trend with distance. Therefore, the Gaia measurements also prove that the correction factors necessary to
convert proper motions of shocks into Doppler velocities cannot be ignored. Rather, the size of these correction factors and their
evolution with time as predicted by 1-D hydrodynamical models of planetary nebulae is basically validated. These correction factors
are generally greater than unity and are different for the outer shell and the inner bright rim of a planetary nebula. The Gaia measure-
ments also confirm earlier findings that spectroscopic methods often lead to an overestimation of the distance. They also show that
even modelling of the entire system of star and nebula by means of sophisticated photoionisation modelling may not always provide
reliable results.
Conclusions. The Gaia measurements confirm the basic correctness of the present radiation-hydrodynamics models, which predict
that both the shell and the rim of a planetary nebula are two independently expanding entities, created and driven by different physical
processes, namely thermal pressure (shell) or wind interaction (rim), both of which vary differently with time.
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1. Introduction
Individual distances to planetary nebulae (PNe) are of great rel-
evance for our understanding of post-asymptotic giant-branch
(post-AGB) evolution provided they are of sufficient accuracy
to allow a trustworthy determination of stellar and nebular prop-
erties that can be compared with theoretical predictions. More-
over, objects with known individual distances serve as calibra-
tors for the so-called statistical distances based on secondary
nebular properties. Prior to the Gaia era, direct trigonometric
distances were only available for a rather limited number of
close-by PNe through long-term measurements of the US Naval
Observatory (USNO, Harris et al. 2007) and the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST, Benedict et al. 2009).
Much effort was thus invested in getting individual dis-
tances for more distant objects using other methods, for ex-
ample detailed spectroscopic determinations of the central-star
parameters by non-local thermal equilibrium model-atmosphere
techniques and their comparison with evolutionary tracks in
the (distant-independent) log g-Teff plane (see e.g. Méndez et al.
1992, and references therein).
The so-called “gravity distances“ of Méndez et al. (1992)
and Kudritzki et al. (2006) are based on model atmospheres of
different degrees of sophistication: static atmospheres with lim-
ited consideration of line blanketing in the former, and “unified”
model atmospheres that also include the wind envelope in the
latter work. To get the distance, the stellar gravity is combined
with the stellar mass that is read off from post-AGB tracks in a
Teff/ log g plane, the visual absolute brightness, and the model
flux for the given Teff (see Eq. 4 in Méndez et al. 1992).
The distances of Méndez et al. (1992) and Kudritzki et al.
(2006) are based on the old post-AGB evolutionary tracks of
Schönberner (1979, 1981, 1983). The new evolutionary calcu-
lations of Miller Bertolami (2016) give somewhat higher post-
AGB luminosities (and lower gravities) for a given remnant
mass. In short, the gravity distances are now smaller by about
5%, and these adjusted distances are used here for comparison.1
Pauldrach et al. (2004) analysed the UV spectra of a num-
ber of PN central stars using a very sophisticated, hydrodynam-
ically consistent model, which includes the expanding stellar at-
mosphere with the supersonic wind region. This model, origi-
nally developed for mass-losing massive stars, provides the stel-
lar parameters (effective temperature, radius, luminosity, mass)
independently of any stellar evolutionary tracks, and hence also
the distance.
Another important approach to get an individual distance is
to model the whole system, central star and nebular envelope,
by employing for instance the well-known photoionisation code
1 For more details, the reader is referred to Sect. 5.2 in
Schönberner et al. (2018).
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“Cloudy”2. Since many parameters determine the nebular emis-
sion, a consistent solution that also includes the stellar param-
eters is rather complex and prone to degeneracy, which must
be resolved by additional constraints. An interesting variant is
the combination of a full spectroscopic analysis of the stellar at-
mosphere including the stellar wind with a consistent nebular
photoionisation model, as has been performed for instance by
Morisset & Georgiev (2009) for the IC 418 system. These au-
thors also provide an illuminating discussion of the degeneracy
problem and a possible way to solve it.
A further powerful method of deriving individual distances
to planetary nebulae is the expansion-parallaxmethod. In the lat-
est study of this kind (Schönberner et al. 2018, hereafter SBJ),
two- or three-epoch HST images were employed. From these
images, angular proper motions of for instance the nebular rim
and shell edges were determined and combined with measured
expansion (Doppler) velocities to derive directly the distances by
assuming that the expansions along the line of sight and in the
plane of sky are equal.
It turned out that the (corrected) expansion distances as de-
rived by SBJ are in general smaller than the distances based on
the spectroscopicmethods. However, both the gravity and the ex-
pansion distances are subject to uncertainties that are difficult to
control. In the case of the former, the distances rely on a precise
determination of the stellar gravity (Méndez et al. 1992, Eq. 4
therein), which is a difficult task for very hot stars and the main
source for the distance uncertainties.
The situation is even more complicated for the expansion
parallaxes because we are dealing in this case with expanding
gaseous shells led by shocks. The problem, usually ignored in
the past, lies in the conversion of pattern expansions (the lead-
ing shocks) into flow velocities (Doppler line split). The correc-
tion factor (see Sect. 2) to be applied for the distance is always
larger than unity, but its size fully relies on a proper description
of the formation and expansion of PNe and their shock fronts.
Although it has been shown by Schönberner et al. (2014) (see
also Schönberner 2016) that their 1-D models give an astonish-
ingly good description of the nebular expansion properties, the
question of whether they are also good enough for distance deter-
minations remains still to be tested, especially if one considers
that part of the investigated PNe have a shape that is quite far
from being spherical.
With the launch of the Gaia satellite
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a) it became possible to en-
large considerably the number of planetary nebulae with
accurate trigonometric parallaxes (Gaia Collaboration 2016b,
2018). Already Gaia Data Release 1 (DR1; Gaia Collaboration
2016b) contains distances to PNe, albeit with still rather large
errors for objects above 1 kpc (Stanghellini et al. 2017, Fig. 1
therein). The situation improved considerably with Gaia Data
Release 2 (DR2), and Kimeswenger & Barría (2018) compared
the Gaia parallaxes with ground-based (USNO) and space-based
(HST) trigonometric parallaxes and with the statistical distance
scales of Stanghellini & Haywood (2010) and Frew et al.
(2016). The agreements are very satisfying:
– The USNO parallaxes are confirmed by the Gaia DR2, al-
though the USNO errors are comparatively high for objects
further away than 0.5 kpc. The HST distances slowly deviate
with increasing distance from the 1:1 relation for unknown
reasons, until they are about 30% higher at 0.50 pc (cf. Fig. 1
in Kimeswenger & Barría 2018).
2 See www.nublado.org.
– The comparison with the two statistical distance scales re-
veals only insignificant deviations from the 1:1 relation –
though the individual distance differences can be very high,
up to about a factor of two to either side (cf. Figs. 2 and 3 in
Kimeswenger & Barría 2018).
The purpose of the present paper is a comparison of the most
recent expansion distances determined by SBJ with the trigono-
metric distances provided by the Gaia DR2. As an aside, we also
discuss briefly the quality of spectroscopic (or gravity) methods
and/or the use of photoionisation models for distance determina-
tions for the objects in common.
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we present a brief
introduction to the method of determining expansion distances
(Sect. 2). Then, in Sect. 3, we introduce our sample of PNe that
have expansion and Gaia trigonometric parallaxes and compare
the distances in detail. In particular, we demonstrate the impor-
tance of the correction factors. The following Sect. 4 deals with
an empirical determination of individual correction factors, both
for nebular shell and rim. This article closes with a short sum-
mary and the conclusion (Sect. 5).
2. Essence of the expansion method
We follow here the notation used in SBJ. Approximating the
main structure of a PN as a system of (spherical) expanding
shock waves, the so-called “shell” followed by the “rim” with
internal velocity and density gradients (cf. Fig.1), the distance is
usually determined by the relation
D0exp = 211VDoppler / θ˙, (1)
where D0exp is the distance in parsec (pc), VDoppler (in km s
−1) is
half the Doppler split of a suitable emission line observed in the
direction to the nebular centre, θ (in milli-arcseconds, or mas) the
angle between the centre of the nebula and the feature (or nebu-
lar edge) being tracked (usually along the semi-minor axis), and
θ˙ is the angular expansion rate (in mas/yr) of this feature. How-
ever, we already emphasised in SBJ that Eq. (1) is physically not
correct because (i) pattern velocities, for example shock fronts,
are compared with matter (Doppler) velocities, and (ii) observed
Doppler splits yield density and projection weighted velocities
only.
Instead, the physically correct version of Eq. (1) is
Dexp = 211 R˙shell/rim/θ˙shell/rim, (2)
where R˙shell/rim are the true expansion velocities of the rim or
shell edges (in km s−1) and θ˙shell/rim the corresponding angu-
lar expansions in the plane of sky (in mas yr−1). The true edge
(shock) expansion velocities cannot be measured and must be
gained via the measured line-of-sight Doppler velocities and ap-
propriate correction factors: F = R˙shell/rim/Vshell/rim > 1, so that
Dexp = Fshell/rim × 211Vshell/rim/θ˙shell/rim = Fshell/rim × D0exp . (3)
One must distinguish between shell and rim because it is a priori
not guaranteed that the same correction factor is valid for shell
and rim. In any case, shell and rim should give the same expan-
sion distance if the underlying physical model is correct.
The need for these correction factors is usually ignored in the
literature, although their significance has already been pointed
out by Marten et al. (1993). Later these corrections were quan-
tified analytically by Mellema (2004) and by means of hydro-
dynamical simulations by Schönberner et al. (2005b) and SBJ.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the main constituents of a PN mentioned in the text;
it is not to scale.
They are important because they increase the distance consider-
ably, namely from about 30% up to about 100%, depending on
the expansion state of the object considered, namely the proper-
ties of the respective shocks.
Detailed and internally consistent 1-D radiation-hydro-
dynamics simulations of planetary-nebula formation and evo-
lution (Schönberner et al. 1997; Perinotto et al. 1998, 2004;
Villaver et al. 2002; Steffen & Schönberner 2006) suggest that
indeed the physical system of a planetary nebula mainly consists
of two nested shock waves that expand independently from each
other. The faint (outer) shell, which also contains most of the
nebular mass, is driven by thermal pressure while the optically
bright inner rim is the result of wind interaction: a bubble of hot,
shocked-wind gas expands against the thermal pressure of the
ionised shell gas. A sketch of the main constituents of a PN is
shown in Fig. 1.
In this paradigm it is important to realise that the shell’s
shock is completely decoupled from the stellar wind by the rim.
The stellar wind, with possible asymmetries introduced by a bi-
nary central star already earlier on the AGB, only sets the stage
and influences, but does not control, the further dynamical evo-
lution of the main part of a PN across the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram (HRD).
The different properties and evolutionary histories of shell
and rim have also been found by Mellema (1994, 1995) in his
somewhat parameterised hydrodynamical studies on the forma-
tion and evolution of PNe. Consequently, he coined the term
“I-shock” for the leading shock of the shell in order to indicate
that it is set up by ionisation, and the term “W-shock” for the
shock preceding the rim because the latter is the result of wind-
wind interactions. Unfortunately, both terms could not find ac-
ceptance in the literature.
Because of the different expansion behaviour of rim and
shell, their leading shocks are expected to have different prop-
erties and thus correction factors as well. In SBJ the correction
factors were carefully evaluated from the hydrodynamical mod-
els. As expected, both the inner bright rim and the outer shell
demand different correction factors, reflecting the different driv-
ing mechanisms of rim and shell. More details can be found in
Schönberner et al. (2014) and SBJ.
In short, if R˙shell is the propagation speed of the shell’s shock
front and Vpost the corresponding post-shock flow velocity3, the
relation
R˙shell = Fshell × Vpost = (1.25 ± 0.05) × Vpost (4)
holds, virtually independent of the evolutionary state as long as
the nebula is optically thin. In fact, Jacob et al. (2013, Fig. 9
therein) showed that Fshell varies between about 1.2 and 1.4, de-
pending on the parameters of the hydrodynamical sequences.
The value chosen in SBJ and used here is typical for nebula
models around nuclei with masses below 0.6 M⊙. If instead of
the post-shock velocity only a “bulk” expansion velocity of the
shell is available, the value of Fshell is accordingly higher, namely
about 1.5.
The situation is different for the rim because (i) one can only
measure the rim’s bulk expansion, defined by half the peak sepa-
ration of the split rim line emission, and (ii) the rim’s expansion
is strongly accelerating with time. We write
R˙rim = Frim(Vrim) × Vrim, (5)
where Frim is a decreasing function of the rim velocity: Frim ≃3
for Vrim = 5 km s−1 and Frim ≃1.5 for Vrim = 20 km s−1 (Fig. 5 in
SBJ). These numbers refer to measurements of [O iii] lines and
may change if lines of other ions are used.We remark further that
all studies prior to SBJ used uncorrected rim expansions only,
leading to considerable underestimations of the distances by at
least 50%.
We repeat here that the correction factors to be applied to
Eq. (1) must always be larger than unity according to the physics
of shock propagation (e.g. Mellema 2004), so that disregarding
themwill lead to a systematic underestimation of distances. Sup-
port for the reliability of the correction factors as introduced and
discussed here comes from the fact that in the three cases where
both rim and shell proper motions are available the rim and shell
distances agree within the errors (Fig. 7 in SBJ).
3. Expansion versus Gaia DR2 distances
We found 11 PNe in the Gaia DR2 catalogue that are in common
with objects for which SBJ have derived expansion parallaxes.
In general, the accuracy of the Gaia parallaxes is comparable
to or even higher than for the expansion parallaxes. Except for
IC 4593, the errors of the Gaia parallaxes are well below about
15%, and in two cases, NGC 3132 and NGC 6826, even below
10%. In three cases (red in Fig. 2), IC 2448, NGC 5882, and
NGC 7662, the Gaia photometry of the central star is not consis-
tent with the respective ground-based photometry. However, we
verified by the Gaia software services provided by Astromisches
Rechen-Institut, University of Heidelberg, that Gaia was locked
onto the central star also in these cases. Furthermore, the relative
errors of Gaia‘s phot_g_mean_flux are very small, compara-
ble to the other objects. NGC 7009 has the highest flux error
3 The determination of the flow velocity immediately behind the lead-
ing shock of the shell by means of high-resolution spectrograms is dis-
cussed in detail in Corradi et al. (2007).
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Table 1. Our sample of 11 PNe with known expansion distances and existing Gaia DR2 trigonometric distances. The table contains the list of
objects (Col. 1), the Gaia DR2 parallaxes (Col. 2), the corresponding distances (Col. 3), the expansion distances finally adopted by SBJ (see
Table 7 therein) (Col. 4), the uncorrected expansion distances of the shells (Col. 5), the shell post-shock velocities (Col. 6), the empirical shell
correction factors (Col. 7), the uncorrected expansion velocities of the rims (Col. 8), the rim (bulk) expansion velocities (Col. 9), and the empirical
rim correction factors (Col. 10).
Object DR2 Parallax DDR2 Dexp D0exp, shell Vpost Fshell D
0
exp, rim Vrim Frim
[mas] [kpc] [kpc] [kpc] [km s−1] [kpc] [km s−1]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
IC 418 0.6453 ± 0.0541 1.550 +0.141
−0.119 1.15 ± 0.20 0.88 ± 0.12 22 ± 2 1.53
+0.25
−0.18 – – –
IC 2448 0.2883 ± 0.0454 3.469 +0.647
−0.472 2.00 ± 0.30 1.20 ± 0.45 35 ± 2 2.89
+1,20
−1,15 1.43 ± 0.14 18 ± 1 2.42
+0.50
−0.40
IC 4593 0.3803 ± 0.0794 2.630 +0.693
−0.472 3.00 ± 1.20 2.40 ± 0.95 24 ± 2 1.10
+0.52
−0.47 – – –
NGC 3132 1.1566 ± 0.0504 0.865 +0.039
−0.036 1.25 ± 0.30 – – – 0.89 ± 0.16 21 ± 2 0.97
+0.18
−0.18
NGC 3242 0.6819 ± 0.0884 1.466 +0.219
−0.168 1.15 ± 0.15 – – – 0.73 ± 0.09 17 ± 1 2.00
+0.35
−0.33
NGC 5882 0.5071 ± 0.0666 1.997 +0.307
−0.254 1.70 ± 0.30 – – – 1.21 ± 0.19 22 ± 1 1.65
+0.36
−0.33
NGC 6543 0.6152 ± 0.0709 1.625 +0.212
−0.167 1.86 ± 0.15 – – – 1.24 ± 0.09 19 ± 2 1.30
+0.19
−0.17
NGC 6826 0.6348 ± 0.0475 1.575 +0.128
−0.103 1.55 ± 0.20 1.20 ± 0.22 33 ± 2 1.31
+0.25
−0.24 0.85 ± 0.10 8.5 ± 1 1.86
+0.27
−0.25
NGC 6891 0.4073 ± 0.0512 2.455 +0.353
−0.274 1.45 ± 0.45 – – – 0.66 ± 0.16 7 ± 1 3.73
+1.05
−0.99
NGC 7009 0.8665 ± 0.1161 1.154 +0.177
−0.136 1.50 ± 0.35 – – – 1.00 ± 0.26 18 ± 1 1.15
+0.35
−0.33
NGC 7662 0.5054 ± 0.0747 1.977 +0.345
−0.253 1.90 ± 0.30 1.32 ± 0.30 35 ± 3 1.50
+0.43
−0.39 1.55 ± 0.13 26 ± 1 1.28
+0.28
−0.23
Notes. The uncorrected expansion distances for shell and rim in Cols. 5 and 8 follow from the data in Tables 4 and 5 of SBJ. The velocities in
Cols. 6 and 9 are in general mean values derived from the [N ii] 6548/6583 Å and [O iii] 4959/5007 Å lines as listed in Schönberner et al. (2014).
For optically thin nebulae, velocities derived from both ions are very similar (cf. Fig. 8 in Schönberner et al. 2014).
of the whole sample, namely 0.4%. Recalling that photometry
of central stars from the ground may sometimes be difficult be-
cause of a high background, we do not see any reason to exclude
IC 2448, NGC 5882, and NGC 7662 from the Gaia comparison
sample.
All the relevant data on expansion and trigonometric Gaia
distances of our 11 sample objects are given in Table 1, sup-
plemented by the uncorrected expansion distances as they fol-
low separately for shell and rim (Cols. 5 and 8) together with
the corresponding (Doppler) expansion velocities (Cols. 6 and
9) and correction factors (Cols. 7 and 10).
A comparison between the expansion and the Gaia distance
sets is displayed in Fig. 2. Except for the two outliers IC 2448
and NGC 6891 which deserve further discussion, the data points
follow closely a 1:1 relation. The linear regression considering
all 11 objects and forced to go through the origin is
Dexp = (0.912 ± 0.059) × DDR2, (6)
where the error bars in both directions were properly taken into
account in the determination of the best fitting slope and its er-
ror. Considering only the eight objects with Gaia DR2 distances
below 2 kpc, we obtain
Dexp = (0.966 ± 0.066) × DDR2. (7)
3.1. Comments on individual objects
Here we compare the new Gaia DR2 distances with other
individual distances, if available, notably with those based
on detailed stellar spectroscopy by Méndez et al. (1992),
Pauldrach et al. (2004), and Kudritzki et al. (2006), and/or with
0 1 2 3 4
d_DR2 [kpc]
0
1
2
3
4
D
_e
xp
 [k
pc
]
I418
I2448
I4593
N3132 N3242
N5882
N6543
N6826 N6891N7009
N7662
Fig. 2. Expansion distances, Dexp, of PNe versus the trigonometric Gaia
DDR2 distances (Cols. 3 and 4 of Table 1). The dashed line is the error
weighted linear regression forced to go through the origin (Eq. 6). The
dotted line represents the corresponding linear regression for the eight
objects with DDR2 < 2 kpc only (Eq. 7). The 1:1 relation is given for
comparison as well (solid). For the red objects (IC 2448, NGC 5882,
NGC 7662), discrepancies between the terrestrial and Gaia photometry
of the central star exist (see text for details).
distances found from a modelling of the entire star-nebula sys-
tem. Such a comparison is important because PNe with spectro-
scopically derived distances have frequently been used as highly
weighted calibrators for statistical distance scales in the past (see
e.g. Frew et al. 2016). For the sake of brevity, we considered re-
sults from the more recent literature only.
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IC 418 This object is the least evolved of our sample and
on the verge of becoming optically thin. The visible PN
is still surrounded by a huge photo-dissociation region (cf.
Gómez-Llanos et al. 2018). We face the difficulty of choosing
the proper combination of flow velocity and correction factor
for the shell. The two existing expansion parallax measure-
ments of Guzmán et al. (2009) and SBJ yielded distances of
1.30±0.40 kpc and 1.15±0.20 kpc, respectively, somewhat lower
than the trigonometric distance found by Gaia, 1.55 +0.141
−0.119 kpc.
The higher trigonometric distance makes the nucleus of IC 418,
with 11200 ± 2900 L⊙, the most luminous (and also most mas-
sive, ≃ 0.66 M⊙, Miller Bertolami 2016) of our sample, compa-
rable to the most luminous object in theMilkyWay bulge sample
of Hultzsch et al. (2007), which has ≃10 200 L⊙.
The Gaia DR2 distance to IC 418 agrees perfectly with the
gravity distance derived by Méndez et al. (1992), 1.5 kpc, but
with a somewhat lower stellar luminosity of ≃9200 L⊙. The
photospheric analysis of Morisset & Georgiev (2009) yielded
a higher stellar gravity and consequently only a distance of
1.26 kpc and ≃7600 L⊙ for the central star. Upscaling to the
Gaia distance yields a stellar luminosity of ≃11 500 L⊙. The
distances of Pauldrach et al. (2004) and Kudritzki et al. (2006)
are obviously too high: 2.0 and 2.6 kpc, respectively. With
these distances, the central-star luminosity gets extremely high,
≃16 000 L⊙.
Recently, Dopita et al. (2017) presented a detailed photoion-
isation model of the IC 418 system and came up with a distance
of 1.0 ± 0.1 pc only. This rather low value is certainly not com-
patible with Gaia’s trigonometric distance.
IC 2248 and NGC 6891 For these two objects, the trigono-
metric Gaia DR2 parallaxes are substantially lower than our ex-
pansion parallaxes, namely by a factor of about 1.7 in both cases.
We do not have a reasonable explanation for this discrepancy be-
cause both objects have a rather regular elliptical shape and are
thus well suited to expansion measurements. We note that our
measured proper motion of NGC 2448’s rim agrees well with the
older results of Palen et al. (2002), which are based on a shorter
time span. The only possibility left to enlarge the expansion dis-
tance for both objects is to increase the rim correction factors
Frim, namely from 1.5 to ≃2.4 (IC 2448) and from 2.3 to ≃3.7
(NGC 6891), in contradiction with the predictions from our hy-
drodynamical models (cf. Fig 3 below).
NGC 6891 is a twin of NGC 6826, and for the latter expan-
sion and trigonometric distances agree very well (see below).
The rim expansion of NGC 6891, with 7 ± 1 km s−1, is the lowest
of the whole sample. At such a very slow expansion of the rim,
Frim is a steep function of Vrim (Fig. 3). Given the uncertainty of
Vrim, Frim values of 3 or even higher are not unreasonable, which
would then suffice for reaching a fair agreement with the Gaia
measurement.
This procedure will not work for IC 2448 because it is
a rather evolved PN with a high value of rim expansion
(Vrim = 18 ± 1 kms−1) and a correspondingly moderate value of
Frim = 1.5 (cf. Fig. 3). Additionally, the distance of IC 2448 from
the shell expansion is even lower but still consistent within the
errors with the distance based on the rim expansion (see Tables 4
and 5 in SBJ). A shell correction factor of about 2.9 (instead of
1.25) would be necessary in order to get agreement with the Gaia
distance (cf. Table 1).
Méndez et al. (1992) provided distances for both objects,
3.3 kpc (NGC 2448) and 3.0 kpc (NGC 6891), which are fully
consistent with the respective Gaia trigonometric distances of
3.469 +0.647
−0.472 kpc (IC 2448) and 2.455
+0.353
−0.274 kpc (NGC 6891).
Support for the higher Gaia distances comes from the fact that
the expansion distance results in very low stellar luminosities
for both objects, namely just a bit above 2000 L⊙ (see Ta-
ble 8 in SBJ). With the Gaia trigonometric distances, more rea-
sonable luminosities follow: 6800 ± 1500 L⊙ for IC 2448 and
6200 ± 1100 L⊙ for NGC 6891.
IC 4593 The Gaia DR2 result confirms our high expan-
sion distance, though the error bars of the latter are the
largest of the whole sample. The spectroscopic distances
of Méndez et al. (1992) (3.0 kpc) and Kudritzki et al. (2006)
(3.3 kpc) are still consistent within the errors, while the distance
of Pauldrach et al. (2004) (3.6 kpc) is too high.
NGC 3132 This nebula has a far evolved low-luminosity nu-
cleus, namely a hot white dwarf, and is thus optically thick (cf.
SBJ). Our expansion distance is higher than the Gaia distance,
but here we have again the problem of a proper combination
of flow and shock expansion velocities in recombined optically
thick nebulae without a double-shell structure. It appears that our
chosen flow velocity or correction factor is somewhat too high.
We note that an empirical rim correction factor of about unity as
found by us (Col. 10 in Table 1) is not in conflict with hydro-
dynamical PN models in their final recombination/reionisation
phase (see top panels of Fig. A.1 in SBJ). We also remark that
NGC 3132 has the lowest distance of all the sample objects from
Table 1 and thus also the smallest parallax error.
NGC 3242 Already SBJ gave a higher distance to NGC 3242
than found in earlier expansion works and discussed the reasons.
Gómez-Muñoz et al. (2015) analysed the same HST images as
were used by SBJ, but came up with a distance of 0.66±0.10 kpc
only. The reason is the neglect of the correction factor, which is
about 1.6 in this particular case. Considering this factor, a dis-
tance of 1.06 ± 0.16 kpc follows, virtually the same as the SBJ
value of 1.15 ± 0.15 kpc, as one would expect (compare Cols. 4
and 6 in Table 1). The Gaia value, 1.466 +0.219
−0.168, is higher, but the
errors just overlap.
For this object, the spectroscopic gravity distances are
all rather close to the expansion and Gaia values: 1.7 kpc
(Méndez et al. 1992; Kudritzki et al. 2006) and 1.1 kpc
(Pauldrach et al. 2004). With a distance to NCG 3242 of
1.47 kpc, the luminosity of its nucleus increases from ≃3000 L⊙
(1.15 kpc, Table 8 in SBJ) to ≃ 5400 L⊙, a very reasonable value.
In this context, we note that Barría & Kimeswenger (2018)
published recently a photoionisation study of the entire
NGC 3242 system. Using the wrong distance of 0.66 kpc of
Gómez-Muñoz et al. (2015), they found for the central star a lu-
minosity of ≃5500 L⊙, which is obviously an unrealistic combi-
nation of distance and luminosity: scaling formally this luminos-
ity value to the Gaia trigonometric distance of 1.47 kpc, a com-
pletely unreasonable central-star luminosity of about 27 000 L⊙
follows.
NGC 5882 The detailed photoionisation modelling of
Miller et al. (2019) yielded a distance of 1.81 +0.60
−0.82 kpc and a
stellar luminosity of 2820 +1650
−780 L⊙. This distance is well in be-
tween the expansion (1.7 ± 0.30 kpc) and trigonometric Gaia
(1.997 +0.307
−0.254 kpc) values. Using the Gaia parallax, the central-
star luminosity increases somewhat, namely to ≃3400 L⊙.
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NGC 6543 The shell of NGC 6543 appears to be rather
complex, but the rim is more regular and allowed a reliable
expansion distance to be determined, 1.86 ± 0.15 kpc (SBJ),
which is only slightly higher than the Gaia trigonometric dis-
tance of 1.625 +0.212
−0.167 kpc. The modelling of star and nebula by
Georgiev et al. (2008) yielded a distance of 1.8 kpc, but un-
fortunately the authors discarded this value and replaced it by
Reed et al. (1999)’s expansion distance of 1 kpc and rescaled
their model accordingly. Using the Gaia distance instead, a rea-
sonable luminosity of 4200 L⊙ follows.
The expansion distance of Reed et al. (1999) is, of course,
too low because the authors did not correct for the difference be-
tween pattern and matter velocities. Applying the rim correction
factor used by SBJ, namely 1.5, Reed et al.’s expansion distance
fully agrees with the Gaia value.
NGC 6826 This is a very interesting object because
Pauldrach et al. (2004) found extreme values for central-star
mass and luminosity: 1.4 M⊙ and 15800 L⊙ in combination with
a distance of 3.2 kpc. Gaia DR2 fully confirms the SBJ expan-
sion parallax in that the distance to NGC 6826 is only half as
much, namely 1.575 +0.128
−0.103 with a low error of only about 7%.
The stellar luminosity would then be only about 3900 L⊙, more
in line with the mean “plateau” luminosity of the other sample
stars of ≃5000 L⊙ (SBJ). While Kudritzki et al. (2006) estimated
also a similarly high distance of 2.5 kpc, the gravity distance de-
rived by Méndez et al. (1992), 1.8 kpc, is rather close to the Gaia
value.
There are several studies of the whole system avail-
able from the literature. The most recent one is that of
Barría & Kimeswenger (2018, Table 2 therein) who found a dis-
tance of 2.1 ± 0.5 and 6000 L⊙. This distance is just compatible
with the Gaia value within the uncertainties. We note, however,
that their nebular modelling resulted in a stellar effective temper-
ature of 65 000 K, much too high for the spectral appearance of
the star, which suggests an effective temperature between 45 000
and 50 000 K only (see e.g. Méndez et al. 1992; Pauldrach et al.
2004; Kudritzki et al. 2006).
The earlier study of nebula plus star by Fierro et al. (2011)
came to a completely different result: 0.8 ± 0.2 kpc and 6000 L⊙
with Teff = 45 000 K. Still other parameters were found by
Surendiranath & Pottasch (2008). From a Cloudy photoion-
isation model, the authors derived a best-fit stellar model
with distance 1.40 kpc, 1640 L⊙, and with Teff = 47 500 K.
Surendiranath & Pottasch 2008 presented arguments “which
strongly rule out a higher luminosity than given by us”.
It appears to us difficult to reconcile the results of these
three studies. Scaling the different luminosities found for the
central star of NGC 6826 to the Gaia distance, we end up with
3400 L⊙ (Barría & Kimeswenger 2018), 23400 L⊙ (Fierro et al.
2011), and 2090 L⊙ (Surendiranath & Pottasch 2008). On the
other hand, the downscaling of the gravity distances to the Gaia
distance leads to more realistic but still diverse luminosities for
the central star of NGC 6826: 7200 L⊙ (Méndez et al. 1992),
3900 L⊙ (Pauldrach et al. 2004), and 4800 L⊙ (Kudritzki et al.
2006).
NGC 7009 Although this object has an irregular rim, the expan-
sion distance derived from the proper motion of the semi-minor
axis agrees within the errors with the Gaia DR2 value (see Ta-
ble 1).4 With the new Gaia distance, the central-star luminosity
is lower than found by SBJ, namely from 4750 to 2800 L⊙. The
gravity distance of Méndez et al. (1992) is nearly twice as high
as the Gaia distance: 2.1 kpc.
NGC 7662 Here again both the expansion and the trigonomet-
ric Gaia distances agree very well (Table 1), but they do not
agree with the much lower distance of 1.19 ± 0.15 kpc given
by Barría & Kimeswenger (2018) by means of photoionisation
modelling. As in the case of NGC 3242, this combination of dis-
tance with the stellar luminosity ≃5300 L⊙ appears to be strange
because increasing the distance to the Gaia value would result in
an excessively high luminosity of about 15 700 L⊙. In contrast,
the modelling of Miller et al. (2019) provided a distance con-
sistent with both the expansion and Gaia distances: 1.80 +0.46
−0.32,
together with a central-star luminosity of 5750 +2370
−1290 L⊙.
4. Empirical determination of the hydrodynamical
correction factors F
Figure 2 and the discussion of the sample objects have already
demonstrated that distances derived by just combining line-of-
sight Doppler velocities with proper motions of suited shock
fronts must be corrected by appropriately chosen factors, which
are usually well above unity. Tables 4 and 5 in SBJ contain sepa-
rately the information on shell and rim expansions, the used cor-
rections, and the distances that follow thereby. For convenience,
we give in Cols. 5 and 6 of Table 1 also the uncorrected distances
that follow directly from the SBJ expansion measurements by
using Eq. (1). With known trigonometric distances from Gaia,
this opens up the possibility to determine empirically the correc-
tion factors for both the shell and rim separately, including also
their dependence on evolution.
The case is illustrated in Fig. 3 where we show (NGC 3132
excepted), separately for shell and rim, the empirically deter-
mined correction factors from Table 1 (Cols. 7 and 10). They
are defined by the ratio between the Gaia trigonometric distance
and the respective expansion distance without considering any
correction:
Fshell/rim = DDR2/D
0
exp, shell/rim . (8)
We plotted the F factors against their respective Doppler ve-
locities, Vpost or Vrim, because the latter are a measure of the
hydrodynamical state of a PN. They are also a measure of
the evolutionary progress since it was shown empirically in
Schönberner et al. (2014) that both velocities increase during
evolution across the HRD, albeit at different paces.
First of all, Fig. 3 confirms that the correction factors are al-
ways greater than one for both the shell and rim expansion. Their
sizes and their run with evolution are, however, quite different.
Shell: Fshell appears indeed to be independent of the shell’s ex-
pansion, which in turn also implies that the property of the
shell’s shock does not really change while the central star
crosses the HRD: the temperatures of the four objects in
the top panel of Fig. 3 span the range from about 40 000 K
(IC 418 and IC 9543) to ≃120 000 K (NGC 7662). With the
exception of the “outlier” IC 2448, the individual shell cor-
rection factors of the sample objects are, within the errors,
4 The distance of NGC 7009 listed in Table 8 of SBJ is incorrect. It
should read 1.5 ± 0.35 kpc as in Table 7 therein and in our Table 1. The
stellar parameters are not affected by this typo.
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Fig. 3. Correction factors Fshell and Frim, defined according to Eq. (8),
as function of the respective (line-of-sight) Doppler expansions: the
shell’s post-shock velocity Vpost (top panel) and the rim’s bulk expan-
sion velocity Vrim (bottom panel). The crosses indicate the empirically
determined F values for individual objects, where their error bars are
derived from the sums of the relative error squares of the trigonomet-
ric and expansion distances. The thick dotted lines are the theoretical
expectations from hydrodynamical models, namely a constant value of
1.25 for the shell and an average from the model curves in Fig. 5 of SBJ
for the rim. The weakly dotted horizontal lines highlight unity. Evo-
lution is always from low to high velocities (see text for details). The
correction factor of NGC 3132 is not plotted here because this particular
nebula is the most evolved of the whole sample and is in its recombina-
tion or reionisation phase, which is not covered by the hydrodynamical
models employed for the determination of the correction factors.
fully consistent with the prediction of our hydrodynamical
models (thick dashed line at Fshell = 1.25).
Rim: The situation is different for the rim (bottom panel). Here,
the correction factor Frim is predicted to decrease with in-
creasing rim expansion. This trend is obviously confirmed
by the Gaia measurements. The stellar temperature range is
similar to that of the shell: from about 50 000 K (NGC 6826)
to about 120 000 K (NGC 7662). NGC 6891 has the lowest
rim expansion and the biggest empirical rim correction of all
sample objects, although the uncertainty is very high.
We especially comment on the two objects that are contained
in both panels of Fig. 3: NGC 6826 and NGC 7662. The former
object is rather young with a still slowly expanding rim, while
NGC 7662 is far more evolved with its hot central star. Hence,
the correction factors differ considerably (cf. Cols. 7 and 10 in
Table 1): Fshell ≃ 1.3 ± 0.2 and Frim ≃ 1.9 ± 0.3 for NGC 6826,
in very close agreement with the prediction of our hydrody-
namical models. For the evolved object NGC 7662, both cor-
rections are very similar: Fshell ≃ 1.5 ± 0.4 and Frim ≃ 1.3 ± 0.3,
also consistent with the models.
5. Summary and conclusion
We compared the trigonometric parallaxes of 11 PNe contained
in the recent Gaia DR2 with the corresponding expansion par-
allaxes that were based on multi-epoch HST images in combi-
nation with Doppler expansion velocities and appropriate cor-
rections derived from 1-D hydrodynamical models. From these
11 objects, only two objects, IC 2448 and NGC 6891, have dis-
crepant distances for reasons we can only speculate about. For
the rest, a quite narrow 1:1 relation for the whole distance range
from about 1 to 3 kpc exists. This agreement could only be
achieved by means of correction factors that take account of the
hydrodynamics and of the fact that the expansion method com-
bines pattern expansion (i.e. that of shock fronts) with matter
velocities (gas flow velocities).
Our main conclusion is that the Gaia data not only confirm
the necessity of corrections for the expansion parallaxes just as
they have been derived in SBJ, but also that they are different
for rim and shell. This also proves that the evolution of round
or elliptical planetary nebulae is correctly described already by
the 1-D hydrodynamical models of Villaver et al. (2002) and
Perinotto et al. (1998, 2004). In particular, we also can conclude
the following:
– The well-known interacting winds paradigm for the forma-
tion and evolution of PNe cannot be applied to the shell,
that is, to most of the nebula mass. The shell’s formation
is caused by photoionisation, and its following expansion is
ruled by thermal pressure and the upstream density gradient.
The shell’s shock does not “know” the existence of a stellar
wind. The latter only fills up nearly the entire cavity left by
the expanding shell with shock-heated and thermalised wind
matter (the hot bubble).
– In contrast, the rim is the product of wind interactions and is
formed once the shell is established: the increasing thermal
pressure of the hot bubble forces the latter to expand and to
compress the inner parts of the shell, and the rim’s further
expansion is ruled by the bubble’s pressure, which in turn
depends on the evolution of the stellar wind luminosity.
– The Gaia DR2 results also confirm the findings of SBJ that
the spectroscopically derived distances have the tendency to
be overestimated. This fact needs further investigations and
may also lead to an improvement of the stellar atmosphere
and/or wind modelling.
– Really disturbing is the fact that elaborate analyses of the
combined system, nebula and central star, may not always
lead to parameters consistent with the values inferred from
the Gaia distances.
Finally, we note that the (geometrically) thin rim is subject
to dynamical instabilities, but these are obviously not as strong
as the 2-D simulations of spherical model nebulae performed
by Toalá & Arthur (2016) suggest. Otherwise, rims as observed
would not exist, and the determination of reasonable expansion
parallaxes from the rims would not have been possible. It is
hoped that future 3-D simulations with sufficient spatial reso-
lution will improve this issue.
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